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Job Description for 6pm  
Set-Up and Pack Up 

TYPE 

2-3 hours per week (including meeting) for a fortnight, casual, volunteer 
(rostered). 

FUNCTION 

You are the eyes, ears and hands on the ground to help the public meeting 
run really well. Be at hand to assist the MC in any way before, during or after 
the meeting. In addition, assisting the Welcoming team to perform their role. 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

The Front of House overseer will have a copy of the meeting plan available 
for your reference. Take the time to notice when you need to do things in the 
meeting. 

Make sure one of the set-up crew has the keys to the venue. If you don't, ask 
the Front of House overseer because you are responsible for closing up for the 
evening.  

Before the meeting – Set Up 

 Arrive at 5:15 pm. You should have received the key from the 
previous set-up team. If not, the storage area may have been 
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locked by 4pm team so you may need to get a key from the 4pm 
Music team to unlock (during the service) 

 Bring all 6pm items across the hall to immediately outside the 
auditorium from the small room at the other side of the hall (TV, 
4x lamps, 2 chairs, box of extension cords, black seat covering, 
amp, speaker, etc.).  

 Wait with all items beside the division door near the kitchen. 
When 4pm finishes, move all items into the main meeting 
room/Auditorium. 

Auditorium 

When 4pm finishes (~5.30pm): 

 Move the small wooden table from the small prayer room to the 
stage for the TV to sit on. Use a black table cloth on the table. 

 Move the banner from the foyer onto the stage 

 Set up the stage area as below. 
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 Arrange the chairs in rows of ~8. Start with 6 or 7 rows starting 
~1.2m from the wall. Add additional rows if needed (you will need 
to monitor the numbers as people arrive). Generally simply 
shifting the existing seats half a meter towards the wall will be all 
that is required. 

 Move the chairs from along the walls near the glass doors to make 
room for the tables. 

 Move the tables with black table clothes in from the foyer. The 
Welcoming team will set these up as below. Assist if needed. 

 

 Set up the 4 lamps immediately behind the last row of chairs. Use 
the black Velcro strips from near the piano to make the cords safe 
especially along the accesses. 
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 Bring in the pink dividers from the hall and place them in line 
with each other between the chairs to be used for 6pm and rest of 
the chairs. Arrange the black cover over and between the dividers. 

◦ Alternatively, (e.g. if you are expecting to possibly use a second 
section of chairs), arrange the black cover over the near side of 
the middle section of chairs after shifting half the section 
toward the 6pm area. You may need to move the back rows to 
the other side of the auditorium to keep the feel cosy. 

 Lights – turn off the lights for the areas not being used and turn 
on the up lights on the 6pm side wall so the area for 6pm has good 
light but is ‘cosy’. Turn off lights in sound desk area to keep 
attention away from this area. 

 Do a general cleanup of any stray items from 4pm meeting. 

 The foyer should be clear of general clutter, tables, flyers, etc. The 
4pm set-up team should have already done this.  

 Close divider doors to the hall at 5:45pm and turn all lights in the 
auditorium (outside the 6pm area) off. You will need to turn the 
uplights on the 6pm wall on. 

 Ensure the heaters and/or fans are on at 5:45pm so that they do 
not form a distraction during the meeting. 

 The space should be all set up by 5:45pm. 

During the Meeting 

Set-up/Pack-up people are on hand to assist during the meeting 
(for instance, if more chairs are needed). 
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After the Meeting 

 Unlock doors to interior rooms as needed (e.g. storage room at the 
other side of the hall, storage room for tables). 

 Bring in and store away the A board sign, and window banner if 
still out. 

 Collect boxes from tables at the back (once packed up). Store all 
storage boxes in storage room across the hall in the labelled 
locations. 

 Return trestle tables from foyer to storage room. 

 Reposition Hope church's brochure display table, any other racks, 
and any posters to the glass doors. 

 Reposition lectern to the center of the stage. 

 Ensure all washing up is done and return packed away (eg glasses 
jugs, etc.) 

 Return all chairs to the original floor plan (including the back row 
in the middle / far section which was probably moved into the 
lounge by the 4pm team.  

 Check that all windows are closed. 

 Check that there are no used nappy bags in the toilet’s rubbish 
bins, please remove them to the rubbish wheelie bin in the lounge. 

 Turn off all lights including in men and women's toilets. The light 
switches are on the panel just inside the sound desk. Turn off 
heaters and thermostat in main hall, kitchen and creche room. 

 Check that the back door is locked. 
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 Turn off fans 

 Return Lord's Supper table to center of left hand side of stage 

 Power down sound desk and projectors (let projectors cool before 
turning off power).  

 Ensure kids' climbing castle has been returned to west corner of 
the hall. 

 Close the roller door once people have left. 

 To lock up there is a box in the wall outside the front door which 
needs a key to open and allows you to put down a roller door. 
Come back into the building and lock the doors (including back 
door) and arm the building before leaving through the front door. 
Press ‘ARM’ then press 'ENTER' (alarm is at door entrance near 
ramp). Lock the front door as you leave. 

 Give the keys to the venue to the person who is on roster on 
following week. They are then responsible for passing it on to the 
newer person on the roster. 

Attached: Floor plan to return chairs to following meeting 


